Introducing the Ford Endura, a sophisticated and luxurious midsized urban SUV. Underneath its European design, the Endura is packed with intelligent technology and innovation, as well as a powerful yet efficient engine. This premium SUV was created with driving pleasure in mind.
There's a confidence in knowing your vehicle is packed with advanced technology. Complete with perceptive Traffic Sign Recognition with Intelligent Speed Assist, highly intuitive Adaptive Cruise Control and Pre-Collision Assist with Pedestrian Detection. The Endura can even help keep you between the lines on the road.

Adaptive Cruise Control
Set your cruising speed and automatically maintain a set distance from the vehicle in front with the press of a button. Radar sensors scan the road ahead, if they sense that traffic slows, so does the Endura. Once the traffic clears, it returns to your pre-set speed.

Active Noise Cancellation
The Ford Endura's cabin comes loaded with luxury. Inspired by noise cancelling headphones, the active noise cancellation technology ensures maximum comfort. Using highly sensitive microphones to detect and measure unwanted noise, the Ford Endura emits opposing sound waves to cancel it out.

Power To Do More
The Endura's 2.0L Turbo Diesel Engine with 8-speed automatic transmission allows for maximum power with incredible fuel efficiency. Save on fuel while you enjoy all the low-end torque you could ever need on any adventure, including both Front-Wheel-Drive and All-Wheel-Drive options on Trend, ST-Line and Titanium models.

2.0L Diesel
Power 140kW
Torque 400Nm

FEAT URES THAT INSPIRE

Notes

*Prestige Paint is an option that incurs an additional charge.
*Available on Trend and Titanium models only.

Colour Range

- Oxford White
- Agate Black
- Ingot Silver
- Magnetic
- Ruby Red
- White Platinum
- Blue Metallic
- Burgundy Velvet
- Baltic Sea Green
- Stone Grey
Luxurious Seats
Find your optimum comfort in the ST-Line and Titanium models, the driver and front passengers can enjoy 10-way power seats, power lumbar support, in-seat heating and cooling and a memory setting for the driver. While rear seat heating and luxury perforated leather accent seats are standard on all Titanium models.

Sleek Interior
Replacing the conventional shifter is a new rotary e-shifter and steering wheel paddle shifters. This slim design offers a sleeker interior and makes accessing the console and controls easier than ever.

Smart Parking
Parallel and perpendicular parking made easy. Enhanced Active Park Assist on Titanium® models not only helps you find the right parking space, it steers you in and out of parks hands-free. All you need to do is work the accelerator, brake and gears!

Hands-Free Power Tailgate
Packing made easy. Kick your foot under the rear bumper and the Hands-Free Power Tailgate opens and closes automatically on the ST-Line and Titanium models. An adjustable tailgate height means the Endura can adapt to your surroundings.

SYNC®3 Connectivity System with Voice Control®
Use voice commands to find your nearest restaurant, make hands-free phone calls and even listen to text messages. Seamlessly integrate your compatible smartphone through Apple CarPlay or Android Auto for hands-free compatible smartphone through Apple CarPlay or Android Auto messages. Seamlessly integrate your phone calls and even listen to text messages. SYNC®3 Connectivity System with Voice Control® makes it all easy.

Pre-Collision Assist with Pedestrian Detection (AEB)
Utilising both radar technology and the front camera, the Autonomous Emergency Braking system with Evasive Steel Assist is designed to help the driver mitigate and avoid collisions with vulnerable road users like pedestrians by automatically applying the brakes.²

Ford Service Benefits

Our Commitment to You

Ford Service Benefits is our commitment to you as a Ford owner. The extensive list of benefits provides value, reliability, convenience and a Peace of Mind when you service your Ford vehicle by a Factory Trained Technician using specialist diagnostic equipment. Now that’s what service should be.

Service Experience

Some programs are available to select customer types only, please ensure you read all of the information provided below.

Endura Service

Feel at ease knowing that when you purchase an eligible 2019 MY Endura vehicle, the most you will pay is $299 per standard A or B scheduled service until the vehicle reaches the earlier of 4 years or 60,000km.1

Standard A or B scheduled services do not include ‘Additional Scheduled Maintenance Items’ that are required, such as brake fluid replacement, tyre rotations and air conditioner check. These items will be at an additional cost when needed.

Auto Club Membership

Getting a flat tyre or battery is never convenient so State Auto Club Membership and Roadside Assistance for up to 12 months will be included with your next standard service, for up to seven years/unlimited kilometres2.

Service Loan Car

So we can keep you on the road when you’re getting a scheduled service you can take advantage of our Service Loan Car program.3

Sat Nav Map Updates

Never lose your way again with the latest map data for your Satellite Navigation system. If your vehicle has SYNC3® with Satellite Navigation, you’ll receive yearly map updates for up to seven years with your scheduled servicing.

If your vehicle has SYNC®2 with Satellite Navigation, you’ll receive yearly map updates until September 2024.2

Five Year / Unlimited Kilometre Warranty

As a Ford owner you will now receive a Five Year / Unlimited Kilometre Ford Express New Vehicle Warranty with your purchase. For details about this warranty please visit: www.ford.com.au/owners/warranties

Contact us

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact our Customer Relationship Centre on 13 FORD (13 3673) or email faocust1@ford.com

Running a fleet?

Available at participating Dealers on scheduled services or overnight warranty repairs. Private and Blue, Silver and Gold Business Fleet customers can take advantage of our Service Loan Car.

Ford For Good

From supporting national causes to community volunteering, we take our social responsibility seriously. Find out more at ford.com.au/about/community

*FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF AUSTRALIA LIMITED. (A.B.N. 30 004 116 223) Registered Office: Level 1, 600 Victoria St, Richmond, Victoria 3121, Australia.

1 Warranty conditions apply. 5 year/unlimited km Ford Express New Vehicle Warranty applies to new, demonstrator and service loaner vehicle delivered from 1 May 2018. Our goods come with consumer guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. Our warranty does not limit and may not exceed your rights under those guarantees. 2 Available at participating Dealers. Customers must comply with scheduled servicing intervals. See www.ford.com.au/service/t-and-c for full terms. 3 Available to Private and Blue Business Fleet customers with vehicles 4 years old or less. State Auto Club Membership & Roadside Assistance is included for 12 months or until your next scheduled service whichever occurs first at participating Dealers. Customers must comply with scheduled servicing intervals to maintain continuity of membership. New Transit vans are covered by a 12 month Ford Vancare Roadside Assistance product and therefore do not receive State Auto Club Roadside Assistance and Membership when purchased. Transit vans are only eligible to receive State Auto Club Roadside Assistance and Membership after the completion of the first 12 months. 4 Available at participating dealers on scheduled services or overnight warranty repairs. Private and Blue, Silver and Gold Business Fleet customers only. Booking may be required. See www.ford.com.au/service/t-and-c for full terms. 5 Available at participating Ford Dealers on 2019 MY Endura vehicles purchased by a Private or Blue Fleet customer at a dealer demonstrator vehicle. 6 year/60,000km period commences on the date of delivery except where the vehicle is a demonstrator vehicle, in which case it commences on the date on which it was first registered by an Authorised Ford Dealer. Tyres are included in the A or B scheduled service (as well as information about Additional Scheduled Maintenance Items which cannot be included but may be required to be completed at the same service visit) are set out in the Customer Assistance and Warranty Guide and online at www.ford.com.au/service/t-and-c. Customers must comply with the recommended scheduled servicing intervals. Should any other service or maintenance work be required, your dealer will discuss these with you prior to proceeding with the work. See www.ford.com.au/service/t-and-c for full terms. 7 Available on selected tyres of listed brands that are stocked by participating Ford dealers. Competitor tyres must be new, identical and available from an Australian tyre retailer. Offer includes “4 for 3” or similar competitor offers, but excludes competitor cashback offers, gift cards, “wheel and tyre” bundles, tyres purchased under a balloon payment plan, clearance and liquidation stock and any competitor quotes that cannot be verified. Offers are available to private retail and Blue Business Fleet customers who present an eligible competitor quote. Includes valid competitor’s quote within 30 days after purchase. Various adjustments, including fitment and freight, apply to ensure a like-for-like price comparison. See your participating Ford dealer for full terms and conditions. Ford reserves the right to vary or withdraw the Low Price Tyre Guarantee offer at any time. 8 Available at participating Ford Dealers. Excludes F-Series, Everest, Mustang, Transit models and Performance Vehicles. Customers will pay the difference or less than the current maximum price as published by Ford at ford.com.au/owners/service/breaks. Maximum prices are subject to change. See: http://www.ford.com.au/owners/service/t-and-c for full terms.